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LOS ANGELES: Chris Paul scored 17 points and handed
out 15 assists Wednesday to propel the Phoenix Suns to a
crushing 123-98 victory over Denver and a 2-0 lead in
their NBA playoff series. Veteran point guard Paul was the
keystone of the Suns’ dominant victory, pulling down five
rebounds and finishing the night without a turnover.

Every Suns starter scored in double figures and
Phoenix did not give the Nuggets a chance to celebrate
the NBA Most Valuable Player award that Denver center
Nikola Jokic received on Tuesday. Devin Booker scored
18 points for Phoenix. Deandre Ayton added 15 points
and 10 rebounds and also kept Jokic in check for much
of the night.

Jokic finished with 24 points, 13 rebounds and six as-
sists, sitting out the fourth quarter with Phoenix in full
control. “It was a team effort, once again,” Paul said. “We
knew how important this game was,” he added, noting the
Suns did not want to head to Denver for game three on
Friday with the series split. “We just wanted to maintain
home-court advantage and get the win.”

Leading 52-42 at halftime, the Suns pushed the lead to
60-43 with the help of two three-pointers from Jae Crow-
der. Phoenix led 86-67 heading into the final quarter,
when they pushed the lead to as many as 31 with Jokic and
Aaron Gordon on the bench.

Gordon and Crowder both received technical fouls after

a testy exchange in the third quarter, but the incident was
just a blip in the Suns’ march. The Nuggets clearly con-
tinue to miss Jamal Murray — out with a torn knee liga-
ment — and Jokic got little aid from his banged-up
supporting cast.

Denver missed eight of their first 10 shots and things
went downhill for them from there. Michael Porter, who
hurt his back in game one, played 27 minutes and put up
11 points — but connected on just three of 13 shots from
the field.

Will Barton, sidelined since April with hamstring trou-
ble, came off the bench in the first quarter and scored 10
points in 16 minutes. But Nuggets coach Michael Malone
was offering no excuses when he called the game “embar-
rassing.”

“I saw one team that wanted to be here, played with
purpose and urgency, and one team that did not want to
be here and played with no urgency — and that’s why we
got our ass kicked,” Malone said after the Nuggets lost by
the biggest margin they surrendered all season.

“We’ve got a lot of guys that played really bad tonight,”
Malone said. “And we allowed the impact of not making a
shot to affect the other end. This was just an embarrassing
performance all the way around, from top to bottom.”

After home games where they were buoyed by an en-
thusiastic crowd, Paul said the Suns must “make sure we

travel with the same energy.” “We’ve been a really good
road team all season long,” Paul said. “We’ll rest and try
to get ready for the Mile High.” —AFP

Suns scorch Nuggets
for 2-0 NBA series lead

Nikola Jokic: The 
low-key Serb star 
who stormed NBA
BELGRADE: Nikola Jokic is not your usual NBA Most
Valuable Player — slightly doughy, not the quickest,
media-shy and he rarely dunks. His playing style is typical
of the game developed in the former Yugoslavia described
as “jazz basketball” — a style that relies on improvisation
and individual creativity rather than speed and sheer
power.

And the 26-year-old Nuggets superstar is also typical
in another way: his calm, modest personality reflecting his
background in rural northern Serbia. The down-to-earth
persona helped to bring him legendary status among Ser-
bian fans long before the extraordinary season that earned
him the MVP award. “He seems like the guy we all know,”
Stefan Gojkovic, a 31-year-old Belgrade native, told AFP.
“The one who fools around on the local basketball pitch
before grabbing a beer with his friends afterwards.”

In his native Sombor, a sleepy northern city where 6ft
11ins (2.11m) Jokic returns each year, he prefers to keep a
low profile, spending his time with his family and indulging
his other passion: horses.  “He inherited this from me,” his
father Branislav Jokic, 61, a retired agricultural engineer,
told AFP in 2019. “As a child, he would clean the stables
before going to school.”

He has married his high school sweetheart and will often
stop by his former school to talk to young players on a
small court, beneath his mural. “He was a wonderful kid,
who grew into a wonderful young man,” Vladimir Kara-
novic, Jokic’s former elementary school principal, told AFP.

“When he comes to Sombor, you can see him on the
street and he’ll always have time for a chat,” he added. Gor-
dana Ralevic, his English teacher, remembered “little” Jokic
as an “excellent” academic student.  As a heavier kid “he
had problems with PE lessons... he really struggled”, she
told AFP. “But he fought — and succeeded, as we can see.”

‘Organized improvisation’
Jokic himself has admitted he could not hold the ab-

dominal plank position for more than 20 seconds when he
first came to the NBA, but was drilled by trainers into
shedding some pounds, while still maintaining a bulkier
physique.

According to his father, basketball was love at first sight.
“As a child, with his dummy in his mouth, he would watch
his brothers play (basketball) without moving, without
making a sound, sitting on my lap,” said Branislav Jokic.

Even though he entered the NBA circus as 41st pick in
the second round — almost the equivalent of Denver find-
ing a golden nugget while strolling in their backyard —
the center immediately entranced fans and sports analysts.

Jokic keeps things simple on the pitch, combining light
movement and simple tap-ins with uncanny precision, es-
pecially laser-sharp passes that have seen him likened to
an NFL quarterback on court. His style stands out in the
entertainment-focused NBA, but is typical for Serbian
basketball. Aleksandar Miletic, a local sports journalist,
once described it as “jazz basketball”. 

It is “organized improvisation... letting a player out of
the collective without harming the team”, he explained.
Former San Antonio Spurs forward Zarko Paspalj, one of
the first Europeans to venture in the NBA, believes Jokic
is an “old-school example of Yugoslav basketball”. “Here,
boys are taught to be modest. Jokic carries his upbringing
proudly, and presents that image, while being an amazing
player,” Paspalj told AFP.  —AFP

PHOENIX: Chris Paul #3 of the Phoenix Suns puts up a shot over Michael Porter
Jr #1 of the Denver Nuggets during the first half in Game Two of the Western
Conference second-round playoff series at Phoenix Suns Arena on Wednesday
in Phoenix, Arizona. —AFP

PHOENIX: Nikola Jokic #15 of the Denver Nuggets shoots the ball against the
Phoenix Suns during Round 2, Game 2 of the 2021 NBA Playoffs on Wednesday at
Phoenix Suns Arena in Phoenix, Arizona. —AFP


